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We consider stochastic processes with continuous time parameter and discrete state space 
possessing an intensity process. We assume that the intensity process depends on a parameter/3, 
the maximum likelihood (m.l.) estimator/~ of which enjoys the usual asymptotic properties. Now 
a trend is defined by a factor multiplied to the intensity which may depend on a parameter a. 
We present two different ypes of trend functions (polynominal nd reciprocal functions) under 
which the asymptotic properties of/3 are inherited by the m.I. estimator (&,/~) of (a,/3). These 
trend functions, in particular, can be consistently estimated. 
Examples where the theory presented applies are Markov processes of jump-type, Markov 
branching processes with immigration and linear OM- (or learning-) processes. 
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I. Introduction 
In time series analysis the method of fitting a trend component and then removing 
it is well known. If we are faced with a time series model 
x,  = rn, + e, ,  t = O, 1, 2 ,  . . . , 
where 
q 
m,(a) = E a,t'  
i=0 
is a parametric polynomial trend function and e, is a stationary process, then the 
estimation 
q 
m,(~)= ~.. ~ i t  i 
i=0  
of the trend is usually performed by regression methods. In many cases where the 
series e, is only weakly dependent, standard maximum likelihood (m.l.~ theory can 
be employed to prove consistency and asymptotic normality for the m.l. estimator 
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(c;,/~) of (a,/3) when /3 denotes a parameter in the 'trendfree' model et, e.g. 
/3 = Var(e,); see, e.g., Feigin (1975, p. 75ff). To put it the other way around: In many 
time series models we can extend the asymptotic properties holding for the m.I. 
estimator of the parameter/3 in the trendfree model to the m.l. estimator of the 
parameter (a,/3) in the trendaffected model. 
In stochastic processes where the time parameter is continuous but the state space 
is discrete, a comparable analysis has scarcely been done. Even the question of how 
standard trend components should appear is not settled. 
The present paper does not try to give a general answer. We will restrict ourselves 
to those processes of jump type which can be written as multivariate point processes 
admitting an intensity process (bi.t(/3)), i¢ I), t~>0. The intensity may depend on 
an unknown parameter/3. Our approach isbroad enough to cover Markov processes 
of the jump-type, Markov branching processes with random immigration rate or 
linear OM- (learning-) processes. 
The presence of a trend will be expressed by a deterministic function at(a), 
depending on some parameter a, which will be attached as a factor to the intensity 
bi.t(//) of the 'trendfree' model. 
In the present paper we concentrate on estimating and testing the parameter 
0 = (a,/3) through asymptotic statistical methods, where limits are taken of the form 
t--> oo. To employ the usual m.I. theory we admit only a restricted class of parametric 
function a, (a). Our main results (Theorems 3.2 to 3.4 ) consist of a heredity sta'~ement 
and roughly says that if sufficient conditions for the desired asymptotic properties 
(consistency, asymptotic normality, asymptotic X 2) hold for the m.l. estimator/~ in
the trendfree model then they also hold for the m.l. estimator (~,/~) in the trend- 
affected model. In particular, the parameter a in the trend component can con- 
sistently and asymptotical normally be estimated. 
Detrending isfinally performed by random time transformation which was already 
suggested by Lewis (1972). It will turn out that the intensity of the detrended process 
converges towards the (correctly time transformed) trendfree intensity. 
The techniques of our analysis are partly taken from the martingale theoretical 
approach to point processes (see Chapters 18 and 19 of Liptser and Shirayayev 
(1978) for :: 2urvey) and are partly guided by path-constructional methods in the 
canonical space (see Jacobsen (1982) for a survey). 
2. Intensity with a trend factor 
Let us introduce our basic stochastic models. Let I be a countable set and 
6 
N,=(N,:,i~I), t>~O, 
be a multivariate counting process on a probability space; see Jacod (1975) or 
Br6maud (1981) for a survey. Assume that there is an intensity process 
At=(ai:,i~l), t>~O, 
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which is nonnegative, left-continuous and adapted to the internal history 
= ,t(  Ns,  s t ), t O. 
Define the compensator process A, = (A,,,, i ~ I), t ~>0, by 
Io Ai.t = A,., ds, 
and note that the process mt = (mi,. i ~ I),  t ~>0, where 
mi, t = Ni~, -A : . , ,  
forms a local martingale. Denote by ~-., n ~> 1, the sequence of occurrence (or jump) 
times and put T~o =lira.  ~.. Note that the following conditions (El) ,  (E2) ensure 
regular path behaviour in the sense that 
¢. < oo for all n, too = oo a.s. 
We mention that, for all i e I, 
IN,., = [A,.t, (2.1) 
N~.t/A~,,~ 1 ifA~.~oo a.s. (t~oo),  (2.2) 
where the latter statement can be found in Lepingle (1978). It is also convenient to 
introduce the sequence ~:., n i> 1, of types or marks, the double sequence (z,, ~:,), 
n ~> 1 being connected with the counting process N,, t i> 0, by 
N,., = ~, l(~'n <~ t)l(~:. = i). 
n~l  
Now we are going to define two canonical models of multivariate point processes. 
Let 
b, ( f l )=(b , . , ( f l ) , i~ l ) ,  t>~O, fl~R", 
be defined on the canonical space O of all multivariate counting process realizations, 
and let b,(/3) meet he requirements for intensity processes. While b,(/3), t >~ 0, plays 
the role of the trendfree intensity, the trend-affected intensity is defined by A,(0) = 
(A~.,(0), i~ l ) ,  t~O,  with 
o = 
Here, a,(a) ,  t >10, a ~R q+~, is a non-random, positive function playing the role of 
a trend component. According to an existence theorem of Jacod (1975, Theorem 
3.6) there are probabilities P~ and P0 on the space (/2, ~) ,  such that b ( B~ and 
A,(0), respectively, are the corresponding intensity processes. Denoting by ~r the 
probability on (/2, ~)  belonging to independent homogeneous Poisson processes, 
we have under the assumption of regular path behaviour the log-likelihood functions 
(cf. Kabanov et al. (1975)) 
t, ( fl ) = log( dP t3.J d zr, ) 
=E log b,.s( /3 ) . ON,.~ - b,.~( fl ) ds , 
i 
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It( O) = log(dPo.,/d~rt) 
where the subscript denotes restriction to ~,, terms not depending on/3 or 0 are 
omitted and 
Io A,.,(O) = as(a)b,.s(fl) ds 
denotes the corresponding compensator. In the following we will assume that the 
trend component a,(a) has the special form 
q 
at (a)=(pt (a) )  2, p, (a )= ~] ajt v(j), t>0.  
j=O 
To modulate the cases of final increase and of final decay of the trend we will treat 
two different rend components, namely 
Case 1 ('polynominal trend'): y ( j )= j ;  
Case 2 ('reciprocal trend'): ~,(j) = -½j / ( j  + 1). 
Other choices with ~,(0) = 0, -½ < ~,(j) < 0 for j  ~> 1, are possible in Case 2. Further, 
p, =~,aj(to+ t) ~(" can also be taken as trend component in Case 2 (to>0). We will 
assume throughout that 
aq # 0 in Case 1, ao # 0 in Case 2, 
and that we have p, # 0 for t > 0 (otherwise some of the following statements have 
to be modified in an obvious manner). 
Let us denote the two canonical models (/2, 3~,P~) and (£L ,~, Po) by N(/3) 
and N(0),  respectively, and let us introduce our basic conditions for the model 
N(~) ,  where here and in the following limits are taken for t--~oo and c+ stands for 
the sum ~ c~ of the components of a vector (c~, i e I). 
(EO) b+., > 0 and b~., = b~(~, . . . ,  ~N,_), i.e., b~,, = b~ ") for ¢. < t <~ ~-.+~ wiP-~ b~ ") = 
(El) (1 / t )  [t o b+,s(/3) ds --> g2 Pa-a.s., where g2 = g2(/3) is a positive constant. 
I 
(E2) ~o~'ab+,s(/3) ds<oofora l l  t~>0. 
Define the integer by r =q in Case 1 and r = 0 in Case 2 and put 
Io ht = t 2r+l, A(t )  = as ds. 
The next three lemmas carry over the statements of (El), (E2) from model N(/3) 
to model N(0). 
Lemma 2.1 Under (E0) and (El) we have, with h2=a2 g2/(2r+ 1), 
N+.,/h,"> h 2 Po-a.s. 
A+.t/ht-> h 2 Po-a.s. 
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Proof. We have N+,Jt->g2P~-a.s. by (2.2) such that by Corollary B3 of the 
Appendix with or(t) = A-~(t), 
g2= lim(1/ t)N+,~t)= lim(1/A(t))N+,t Po-a.s. 
Now the first assertion follows from A(t)/ht --> a~/(2r+ 1) while the second assertion 
follows from the first and from (2.2) or from Corollary B3 of the Appendix once again, 
Lemma 2.2. Under (E0) and (El) we have 
Io 1 (1/as(c~))dN+_~g 2 t 
io ' 
1 
- b+ ~(~) ds ~g" Po-a.s. 
t " 
Po -a.s. 
Proof. The assertions are a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma A1 of the 
Appendix which can also be formulated with Stieltjes integrals ~. dNs instead of 
Lebesgue integral ~. ds. 
Lemma 2.3 Under (E0) and (E2) we have, for all t >I O, 
[-o N+,t < oo, fo r [eb+,s( fl ) ds < oo. 
Proof. We have [~N+., < o0 for all t>~0 by (2.1) such that by Corollary. B3 of the 
Appendix, [oN+., < oo for all t ~> 0 fullows. Once again from (2.1) we have FoA+.t < oo 
from where the second assertion is derived by using as ~ a > 0 for 0 ~< s<~ t. 
Remarks 2.4. (i) Cox & Lewis (1966, Section 3.3) and Lewis (1972) considered a
trend function 
a,(a) =exp ajt j
J 
(2.4) 
which seems at the first sight a very natural choice in point process context. Since 
a point process with intensity (2.4) shows extinction if aq <0, we have to add the 
assumption aq>O to (2.4), thus excluding a final decay of the trend. On the basis 
of (2.4), however, a convergence like in Lemma 2.1 with some positive h e, which 
is indispensable for our asymptotic analysis, no longer holds true. 
(ii) The fitting of reciprocals is well known in earthquake analysis; see Ogata 
(1983). In the same paper, trends in point processes are estimated by "linearly 
parameterized" intensities, while Ogata & Vere-Jones (1984) present an approach 
with "self-correcting" intensities. 
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3. Parametric inference 
In order to adopt the maximum likelihood (m.l.) approach we stipulate the usual 
regularity conditions with respect o the/3-dependency of b,(fl). 
(E3) b~.,(/3) and log b~.,(/3 ) have continuous second-order derivatives w.r.t. ~ e R"; 
the derivatives form left-continuous processes; the differentiations d/d~ and de/d//2 
are interchangeable with the integral )".~ J'o A~.~(0)ds. 
Put d =q+ 1 +u, denote by f~., and F~., the d-vector (dAjd0)/A~., and the d xd  
matrix (d2A~.,/d02)/,~.,, respectively, and write the components of O=(a ,~)  as 
upper index in the following sense: For the scalar functions (processes) a,(a) and 
b~,(/3) we denote by a~"?, ~,(~) • .~., etc. their derivatives, while for vector and matrix 
functions (processes) f~.,, F~.,, J,, K, etc. (see below) we denote by upper indices 
their components, e.g., 
f~,j) = 2t Y(J)/pt( ot ), 
f y,' = b'&'l b,.,, 
(Or ,~Ofi. ) Fi.,, " = 2t "O)+'(k)/p2(a), 
The vector process Jt(O)=dlt(O)/dO (score function) can be written as 
(3.1) 
by using (2.3), while for the matrix proc:ss K,(O)=dEl,(O)/dO 2 one derives from 
(3.1) (often omitting from now on the dependency on 0) 
Io Io K, (0)=~ F~.~(dN,.~ - A,.~ ds) - ~ f~.$'flsdN,.$. (3.2) 
In particular, 
Kt~ ~, )t ax Io , e .  ~uj -2  3,(j)+?(k) _ -" s (dN+.s/us + b+., ds), 
(3.3) 
Io K~%~)(0) =_2  s,(J),, h(a,)d~. YS i1+,$  
We stipulate fur, her conditions for the model N(/3): 
(E4) (1/t) Jo h(aj)¢ • .+.s ,/3) ds -~ b~ Pa-a.s., where bj = b~(/3) is some constant. 
(E5) (i),j,.sWfa,)l~ B , ,  for all i , j , s~t ,  to~,  where Bt = B,(/~) fulfills B~/t~O.  
(ii) (1/t)Y.:f' f(~?ta~f(a~)¢a~b ta  S(a,.~,) , ~o~ ~.~ ,,--,J ~.~ ,~-, .~,~,) ds-~ Pa-a.s., where S(a'a)(fl) = 
(S t BA)(fl)) is a positive definite u x u matrix. 
(E6) (1/t)K~aA)(f l )~-:c(~,,a~ ~ Pa-a.s. 
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Here and in the following one has to distinguish between K~a,'ak)(~) (model 
N(//)  with intensity /),(/3)) and K~a~#k)(O) (model N(O) with intensity A,(0)= 
at(a)bt(fl)). The next lemma follows from (E4) in a similar way to how 
Lemma 2.2 followed from (El). 
Lemma 3.1. From (E0), (E3), (E4) we conclude that 
Io (l/t) o+.~ tfl) ds-* bj Po-a.s. 
To formulate the next results, put g~J)-" t 2~(j)+l and define the (q+ 1)x (q+ 1) 
and u x u matrices 
- ) = Diag( l /~) ,  
F~ #)= Diag(I/V~;t), 
Introducing further the (q + I) x u matrix 
.~('a) = (2a.bk/ ( 7( j )  + r+ 1))j,k, 
we can form the d x d matrices 
r ,  = , 
.T , ( ' " )=(4g2/ (7( j )+ 7(k)+ 1))j.k, 
.X(~,a) 2 ( =a,S  a'a)/(2r+ 1). 
= (3.4) 
To arrive at our main results we have finally to introduce a condition on the joint 
parameter (a, fl) (the only one involving the parameter a). 
(E7) The matrix .Y = 2"(0) as given in (3.4) is positive definite. 
To fulfill (E7) the matrix .Y('~'~) must perhaps be reduced to a q × q matrix by 
putting a, = 1, as it is the case in the examples of Section 5. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (E0)-(E3), (E5), (E7) be satisfied. Then we have, as t-->oo, 
F,J,(O)--) N(0,.Y(e)) in Po-law 
where Ft and .F, are given in (3.4). 
{I{ ~) j~#))' and put Proof. Write J,(0) = ,.., , 
Ht(O)="'r(°')1(°')+c~F~13)J~13). cl~_R q+l, c2~I~". ~lZt  . I t  _ - 
We have to show that the sufficient conditions (a) to (c) of Theorem CI of the 
Appendix are satisfied upon putting 
F(~)f!~) g:,. " r ( ' ) f ( ' )+c~- - ,  .,.~ - - -  l~ l~ I 
Then, in Po-law H,(O)-> N(0,0"2) ,  0"2=c'~c, c--(ci ,c2)'  is guaranteed, and the 
assertion is established by the Cram6r-Wold evice. 
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Condition (a) follows from the boundedness off~.TP and of f!~j).,,s (E5(i)) on each 
interval [0, t] and from Lemma 2.3. 
Condition (b) involves (g~.s)2 such that we are led to distinguish the following 
three terms, denoted by (a, a), (a,/3) and (/3,/3) in an obvious notation. 
(a, a) (4/t ~'(j)+~'(k)+l) lto S'rtJ)+'rtk)b+.s d ~ X, t%'~k) Po-a.s. due to Lemma 2.2 and 
Lemma A1 of the Appendix. 
! (a,/3) (2/t~tJ~+r+~)Jo~V(J)-t~~ht~')ds~$t~J'~)o r ,,u+.s Po-a.s. due to Lemma 3.1, 
Lemma A1 and p~(a)/s" -* a,. 
(/3,/3) We can apply Corollary B3 since for k~-r(~?f(q?t, , - - J  i,! J i ,  I ~'i,t we have ki, t = 
k,(6,, . . . ,  6N,_). ThUS, with cr(t)=A-~(t), 
lim (1/A(t)) ~ ask~.s ds =lim ( l / t )  . ask~.s ds 
! I 
= S (a,'a~) Po-a.s. 
from (ES) (ii). The proof of (b) is finished by noting that A(t)/h,~a2,/(2r+ 1). 
Condition (c) follows from the fact that we have for each e >0 some to> 0 such 
that (with k~ j) = g~J) or ht and sf(J)~.s =¢(~),,.~ or~f(~,)~.~ , 
I d i ,  s I I "" t for to <~ S <~ t, 
which completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.3. Let conditions (E0), (El), (E3), (E4), (E6) be fulfilled. Then 
Po-a.s. 
Proof. We have to show in detail that P o-a.s. 
(Or ,  Or ) :  J~(%~° 'k ) / [ ° ( J )o (k )~ l l2  ,;-. ',~.~ot,. ) 
j ,L  t 1~ 6 t 6 t / " )  ~" f "  " j ~ , 
(a,/3): K~'~,'ok)/(g~J)h,)'/2-->-~t", "~*), 
(a,a) follows from (3.3), Lemma 2.2 and Lemma AI; (a,/3) follows from (3.3), 
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma A1 where one has to observe that s~' ( J )ps /s r ( J )+r -> ot r. To 
prove (/3,/3) note first that by (E0) and (3.2) we can apply Corollary B3 to deduce 
~o(K~O'o>(/3), t~>O) @o( (~" ' = 
Now, (/3,/3) is a consequence of (E6) and of A(t)/h, -~ a~/(2r+ 1), which completes 
the proof. 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 can serve as the main tool to show that our parametric 
point process model N(0) enjoys the LAN-property. To be specific, let us impose 
the following uniformity condition on the model N(/3). 
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(ES) The processes 
(i) (1]t)K~#,'#~)(13), t>~O, 
(ii) ( l / t )  ~o b+,s(fi) ds and ( l / t )  Jo ~#) t' ' ,.+: ~fl) ds, t~>0, are Po-uniform. 
Here, call the stochastic process Xt(0), t ~>0, Po-uniform, if there is a set A ~ 3~oo 
with Po(A)=I  and for all e>0,  ¢o~A some positive 8=8(e) ,  to= to(~O, e) such 
that, on to, 
forallO'~ Us(O), t>~to. 
Conditions (El) to (E3), (E5), (E6), (ES) (i) ensure that the familiar asymptotic 
properties of the m.l. estimator (i.e., asymptotic existence and consistency (MI), 
asymptotic normality (M2), asymptotic X 2 of the log-likelihood ratios to test simple 
and composite hypotheses (M3)) hold in the model N(/3). This result as well as 
the following theorem can be proved by following the traditional line of asymptotic 
parametric nference in discrete time processes ( ee Basawa nd Prakasa Rao (1980, 
Section 7.2-7.4) for a survey and Feigin (1975, pp. 54-67) or Basawa et al. (1976) 
for details). Condition E8 (i) can be transferred from the model N(fl) to the model 
N(0) by means of Lemma A2 and of some tedious but straightforward calculations. 
This fact and Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 lead to the following result. 
Theorem 3.4. Let conditions (EO) to (E8) be fulfilled. Then the asymptotic properties 
(M1) to (M3) hoid for the m.l. estimator O, = (t~,,/~,), t >~ O, of O = ( a, fl ) in the model 
N(  O). The inverses of the norming matrix and of the asymptotic covariance matrix 
are given in (3.4). 
4. Detrending 
Using the m.l. estimator 0= 0r for 0, we introduce 
3,(t) = Io' a~(k) ds - A(t, T) 
! 
as an estimator for A(t)= [o as(a)ds. A detrended multivariate point process can 
now be defined by introducing a (random) time change 
Ni.t = Ni.~,,, i.e., ~n = A(~',), ~- = ~:n, 
on the counting process, where ~(t)= J{-l(t). 
Putting 3~t r 3~,vr for some fixed T> 0 and #, = o~ r = ° t, ) (note that t~(s) is an 
~:,r-stopping time for each s) then (/Qt, #t, Po) constitutes a (non-canonical) model. 
A 
Like in Aalen and Hoem (1978, Section 3.2) it follows that he compensator A, = (A~.,~ 
i e I) can be written on t ~>/{(T, T) (i.e., on 6(t)>-- T) in the form 
/l/,t -" Ai,~(O, 
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having the intensity process 
A,., = Ai.o(,)/ao,,)(k). 
The latter can be written as 
~.~.,( O)= (a~(,)(a)/ao(,)(k)) " b~.o(,)(fl). (4.1) 
The next proposition says that ~.,(0) considered as random variable on (~, ~,  ~o) 
converges (as T--> oo) towards the trendfree factor of the intensity equipped with a 
correctly transtbrmed time scale. 
Proposition 4.1. Under conditions (E0) to (E8) we have for all t>---0, as T->oo, 
A~,,(0)--> b~,~tt)(/3) in Po-probability 
where tr( t ) = A- l  (t). 
Proof. We ha,e Or -'> 0 by Theorem 3.4 and thus 
~( t)-> or( t) in Po-probability 
for all t >10, as T--> oo, due to as(a)> 0 for all s and a. Hence the first factor on 
the r.h. side of (4.1) tends to 1. For the second factor we have b~,o(,)--> b~.,,~,) in 
Po-probability by (E0) since Po(cr(t) = ~'. for some n ) = 0, which completes the proof. 
Remark. Note that bo(,), t~0,  is the (o%,,(,), Po)-intensity of the counting process 
N~(,), t~>0, which has under Po the same distribution as N, has under [Po (cf. 
Corollary B3). 
5. Special processes 
Let us consider two special models where the above theory applies. 
(1) Scaled intensity process 
Assume that [I[ = u and that the trendfree factor b,(/3) can be written in the scaled 
form 
t3 >0, (5.1) 
where Y~.,, t I> 0, is supposed to be a nonnegative, left-continuous and ~,-adapted 
process on the canonical model (f~, ~,, Pt3). Put a t= 1 such that ~("")  is a qxq 
matrix. Then conditions (E0) to (E8) reduces to 
(DO) Y+.,>0and Y~.,= Y~(~¢,,...,~:,)for t~(~',, ~',+,]. 
(D1) (1/t) J'o Y~.s ds -> g Z. (positive constant) Ptra.s. 
t 
(D2) JoEt3 Y~.s ds<~fora l l  t-->0. 
In fact, note that here 
S Ca't3) = Diag(g~/~j). 
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Proposition 5.1. Under assumptions (DO) to (D2) the conclusions of Theorems 3.2 to 
3.4 and of Proposition 4.1 hold. 
To calculate the m.l. estimator Ot = (t~,,/3,), t~>0, one has first to solve 
o' (S'~J)/ps(Ot)) dN+.s 
( /(Io ))Io -Y. Ng, as(a) Yk.s ds s~tJ)Ps(a) Yk.s ds =0 k 
with respect o a and then insert the solution into 
/Io fli.,= Nj., as(a) Yj.s ds. 
Two examples of processes with intensity of the form (5.1) will now follow. 
(i) Continuous-time Markov process X,. If/3 -= (qo) is the (infinitesimal) intensity 
matrix we put 
b#.,=q#l(X,_=i). 
If the Markov process is irreducible and positive recurrent then conditions (DO) to 
(D2) are fulfilled and Proposition 5.1 holds. 
(ii) Markov branching process with random immigration rate. If (pj)j and (qj)j 
denote the offspring- and immigrant-distributions (p~=0), A and/z~o, the individual 
split- and overall immigration-rate, respectively, then we put 
/zq~ , if i = 0,  
b0., ! 
t Apj+~ X,_ if i = 1, 
fo r j=- l ,  1, 2 , . . .  (q_l =0), where 
X ,=xo+ E jNoj.,+ ~ jNo., 
j~ l  j~-- I  
is the population size at time t. The process ~, can be assumed random (with the 
usual conditions on intensity processes) not necessarily Markovian. lhJt ~, = ~ ~s ds 
and assume that 
= 
EcP, < oo, Ejpi < l, 
for t e (%, z,,+~], 
O,/ t-~ g2 > O a.s. 
Then conditions (DO) to (D2) are fulfilled, cf. Pruscha (1985, Lemma 4.12, Theorem 
4.16) and Proposition 5.1 applies w.r.t, the parameter/3 = (/~qj, Apj)j. 
(2) Linear OM process 
This process can be defined by the elements I = {1, . . . ,  m}, p = (p~, . . . ,  pro),, 
A = (A~j, i, j ~ I), where 
0<~p~-<- 1, Aij ~ O, ~ Aij > O 
J 
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is assumed. Define the random m-vector w ¢':;, n ~ i, recursiveiy on the sequence 
(~',, ~:,), (~'2, ~:2), • • - by 
w~")=p¢,,w~"-')+A,,,j 
where some w (°) is given. Now a canonical model is defined by putting the intensity 
process b,(a)  = (b~.,(a), i ~ I). ~ = (p ,  Ao) #, in the form 
bt(fl) = w t") for ~n < t6  Tn+ 1 
cf. Pruscha (1983). Under the additional assumption 
A0>0,p~< 1 foral l i ,  j~ l ,  
conditions (E0) to (ES) are fulfilled ' - '- '"~°'~ ~' hh asc,,a ~,:,o,,, Section y) such that Theorem 
3.4 and proposition 4.1 are applicable 
6. Appendix 
A. Weighted Caesaro convergence 
In this section all limits are of the form t--> oo. For a device similzr to the following 
lemrna see Ogata & Vere-Jones (1984), p. 339. 
Lernma AI. Let ~p(s) be integrable on each [1, t]. Consider 
( I / t )  rF(s) ds--> g, Igl <oo, (A.1) 
and, for v > -1,  
(1/t v+') sV~p(s)ds->g/(v+l).  (A.2) 
Then ( A. 1) implies ( A.2 ) and vice versa. 
Proof. Put cP(t)=~' 1 ,p(s)ds. Integration by parts yields 
f I .... sO(¢,(s)/s)ds (A.3) 
l . ,  such that (A. 1) implies (A.2) and, with U ~ ~) = j ~ ,. ~ ds, 
(1 /0   o(s)ds=(1/t (A.4) 
i 
such that (A.2) implies (A.1), which completes the proof. 
Let us call a function X(O, t), t>>-O, OeN a, L(0)-uniform, if ['or each e >0 there 
is some ~ > 0 and to > 0 such that 
JX (O, t ) -X(O ' , t ) l<-e  foral lO's U~(O), t>~to. 
Then by using equations (A.3) and (A.4), we can also derive the following result. 
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Lemma A2. Let ~ ~ t,, s j be " - _L,. mtegram~ on each [ I, t ] for eacn---" O. "'i hen me"- junc~mn ~- . . . . . . .  
f, 
J, ~p(O,s)ds/t, t>~ 1, 
is L( O)-uniform if  and only i f  the process 
t t s~p(O,s )ds / t  ~+t, t~>l, v>- l ,  
is L( O)-uniform. 
B. Representation 
Let a canonical model (~, ~t,P) of a multivariate point process be given with 
intensity process At=(A~.t, i ¢ l ) ,  I=N,  satisfying A+.t>0 for all t~>0. As in 
Section 2, denote by (~'., se,), n ~> 1, the corresponding double sequence of random 
variables. Put 
At")= {t( .~ R~_: 0 < t, < . . "  < t.} 
and define 
F . .AC ' )x I ' - I ->[O,  I], 
by 
where 
G.-At")x I"-~ [0, 1] 
( L "t. 
F,,((t, i) ("-'), t,,)- F.(t.) = 1 -exp/ - J t . _ ,  A¢n-n) ds} +,$ 
i 
= = Ais,, /A +,,,, 
i=!  
= ~t,,-n)(( i ) (n- l ) )  Ai.s --i.s ,,t, fo rs~( t , _ , , t , ] ,  
(t, i)~n)= (h ~ i~) , . . . ,  (t., i.). 
Further, put 
O("): A (~) x I ~ --> [0, 1 ]2., 
Ot")((t, i)(~))=(F~(t,), G , ( i , ) , . . . ,  F.(t~), G~(i,)). 
Theorem 151. Let U: , V~ , U2, V2,... be independent, U[0, 1j-distributed random vari- 
ables on some probability spece (~' ,  ~' ,  P'). On the same space defii~c the random 
variables 
(T, X) (~) = (O(~))-'(( U, V)("~), (B=!) 
that is, 
Fk(Tk)- Uk, Gk(Xk--1)<Vk~C;k(Xk), k----I,..., n. (B.2) 
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Then ( B. 1) defines a double sequence ( Tn, X.) ,  n >I 1, of random variables atisfying 
~ ' ( (T . ,X~) ,n~ 1) = ~((~'., so.), n ~ > 1) (B.3) 
where the distribution on the left [ right] hand side is induced by ( ~("))-~ and P' [ by P]. 
Proof (sketched). (i) For each i c"-~) we have from A+.s >0 that F n maps ,4 (n) onto 
li,,, w,-[0, 1]". 
(it) By the construction, a sequence (T~, X:), (T2, X2) , . . .  is consistently defined. 
If ((T, X)  ~"-~), (T~,X.))=(~("))-~((U, V)~)  then (T, X)  ~-~ does not depend on 
(u., v.). 
(iii) Assertion (B.3) follows from the fact that 
P( r .+ l<~t i ( r ,~) ( " ) )= l -exp  - "(") ds  .:'l, + ,S  
= ~(n) /A(n l  P(~.+, il(7".~)(n).~'n+,)= ,.~,,+," +.~..+,; 
see, e.g., Br~maud (1981, Theorem II.15), Jacobsen (1982, Section 2.2). 
Remark, This representation result, which could be called an inverse Rosenblatt 
(1952) transformation, was applied by Pruseha (1983) for simulation purposes. A 
univariate version (1II = 1) was earlier used by Jacobsen (1982, p. 31), Ozaki (1979). 
Corollary B2. Let two canonical models (0, <~t, P) and (12, ~,, P) be given with 
intensity processes A, and ~t,, t+., > O. Assume that Yt~.t = at,t~,,, with a~ non-random, 
integrable on each [0, t] and positive, and with 
Ai,, = A~")(s~l,..., ~.) forr.<t<<-r.~,.. 
Th.en we have for the sequences ( T., X.), n I> 1, and ( 7"., X.) ,  n >I 1, constructed by 
(B.1), 
X~ - ,~,  
t where A(t) = Jo as ds. 
Proof. (i) We h~,~e 
Thus 
T.=A(TN) ,  
i n 
(.- i)( i(.-l))l At+n-l)( i(.- ,)), G.( i . )  = G.((t, i)("))= Z A, 
i=1  
T 
~,([o)= ~.(tr, ~)("')= £ ,~--"(7<--")lJ.'+o-"([(--')). 
i= l  
4, 
and by induction, if Xk = Xk, k = 1 , . . . ,  n -  1, 
G,,(x) = &(x) ,  i.e., x,, = ~¢o. 
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F.((T,X)  ¢"-'', T.)= U~= ~:~((T,X) (~-~), 7".), by construction we (ii) From 
arrive at (Zn = - log(  1 - Un )) 
A+.~ ds = Z~ = A+.s ds, 
r._, 9,_, 
from where by assumptions 
A~+"-~)(X,,..., X._~)(T.-T._I)=At+'-~)(f(~, . . . .~'.-~)(A(7"n) - A(7"._~)). 
Using (i) we then obtain T. = A(T.). 
Corollary B3. Let the assumptions of Corollary B2 be satisfied. Let bi.. t >10, be a 
process on ( ~, 3;t ) satisfying 
bi, t=b~n)(~l,.. . ,~.) fort~(¢n, ~',,+l] 
and let f (s)  be a non.random function, integrable on each [0, t]. If ~ and ~ stand 
for the distributions induced by P and P, resp., then, putting tr(t)= A-~( t), 
( Io Io / f(s)bi, s dN,,s, f(s)b+., ds, t >>-0 
Io'" ) =~ f(A(s))b,,sdNi.~, f(A(s))as b+.sds, t>~O • .Io 
Proof. The assertion follows from (B.3), the (deterministic) integral transformations 
~ f~ f(s)b,.s dN,.s=~ fo~"f(A(s))b,,,~¢~, dNi,,~s,, 
Io Io'" f(s)b+,~ ds = f(A(s))asb+.A¢.) ds, 
and from the following consequences of Corollary B2: 
~(bi, At~), s>I O, i ~ I) = ~(bi, s, s >i O, i ~ I) 
and the same statement for N~.~. 
C. Central limit law 
Consider the general set-up of a canonical multivariate point process model 
(~, ~ ,  Po) possessing an intensity process 
At(O)=(Ai,,(O),i~l), t>>-O, O~OcR d 
where O is open, I countable and where A~.,(0) fulfilts the regularity conditions 
listed in (E3). Denote by It(0) the log-likelihood function according to Kabanov et 
al. (1975) and by J,( O) = (d/dO)lt( O) the d-vector of first-order derivatives. The 
following theorem gives sufficient conditions for 
F~J,(O)~ N(O,~,(O)) inPo-law. (C.1) 
All limits are taken as t-> oo. 
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Theorem CI. Let Fr be a d x d matrix with Ft --> O. Let 
f,,,( O) = (dldO), ,,rl 
and g[,( O) = F'tfi.,( O). l f  the fcdlo~ing conditions (a)-(c) are fuifilled, then (C.1) holds 
true, where 
(a) n:, ~, Jo t ¢!J)~2A ooforeacht>~O _ t ~J i ,  s )  i, sds< 
(b) E, J'o (g'r.s)(g'r:)'A'.~ ds">,T,( O) (positive definite) in Po-probability 
t 21 ~t  (c) Eo Y_:.f'o!g::l ds-->OforeachF.>O. 
Proof. One derives from Kabanov et al. (1975) that 
Jr(0) =~ f,.~(P,)dm,:(O) 
where m,.s(O)=Nu-JroAi:(O)ds. Thus, due to (a), Jr(O), t>~O, forms a locally 
square integrable matringale w.r. to (~r, Po), see Boel et al. (1975, L. 3.3, p. I010 
and Corollary 3.1, p. 1013). If we extend the central imit theorem of Kutoyants 
(1984, Theorem 4.5.4 and Corollary 4.5.1), which are formulated for univariate point 
processes) to multivariate point processes we arrive at our assertion. 
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